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Teddy-Paradise 

"Teddies Everywhere!"

Teddy-Paradies offers an amazing selection of over 2500 different teddy

bears. Whether made from wool, plastic or mohair, owner Volker

Bredhauer has amassed a collection of all sorts of bears in different

shapes, sizes and colors. The Big Ted (who sits outside the shop) is a sort

of tourist attraction and has been photographed innumerable times!

 +49 69 1337 7000  teddy-paradies.de/  info@teddy-paradies.de  Römerberg 11, Frankfurt am

Main

 by Oliver Abels (SBT)   

Nürnberger Hof 

"Medieval Inn"

The Nürnberg Hof, which was built in around 1410, offered visiting

merchants a place to store and sell their wares. From the 16th Century

onwards it was used as an inn, where the emperor Frederick III and his

son Maximilian I were reputed to have stayed. In 1905, however, the

building fell victim to reconstruction work which was being carried out at

the time. Only the south corridor remains in its original state. The vaults

containing old coats of arms are worth seeing. A Gothic door with

ornamental ironwork can still be found in the west wing.

 +49 69 2123 8800 (Tourist

Information)

 info@infofrankfurt.de  Braubachstraße, Frankfurt am Main

 by User:Mylius   

Rententurm 

"Tower of Defence & Poets."

Rententurm, a tower on Frankfurt's most important shipping trade square,

which was built between 1455 and 1456, has earned the recognition of

officials and the harbor. It belonged to the late Gothic town defense

system. The square, four-story building came equipped with a pointed

roof and an oriole tower. In the 19th Century, the tower lost around 4

meters (13.12 feet) in height due to the expansion of the river Main. On the

Main side of the river you can see the remains of a two-headed imperial

eagle, and further down still, water depth marks. The Expressionist poet

and dramatist Fritz von Unruh lived here before the First World War.

 +49 69 2123 8800 (Tourist

Information)

 info@infofrankfurt.de  Fahrtor, Frankfurt am Main

Japan Art 

"Japanese Heritage"

Opened in the December of 1977 by Friedrich Müller, Japan Art is the sole

gallery in Frankfurt dedicated to Japanese folk art and craft. The gallery is

nestled in the historic center under the shadow of the Museum of Modern

Art. Collection encompasses works of art by obscure as well as renowned

Japanese artists with focus on contemporary and folk art. Certain works

are also put up for sale. Check out the website for more information.
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 +49 69 28 2839  www.japan-art.com/  info@japan-art.com  Braubachstraße 9, Frankfurt

am Main

 by georgenell   

LEGO Store 

"Little Architects!"

Watch your little ones' imagination come to life with the world-famous

building-block toys from LEGO. Whether it's a dream castle, a skyscraper

or even a sports car, the LEGO Store located along the famous shopping

strip, the Zeil, has everything to get the kids in construction mode. Apart

from the wildly popular plastic bricks that have made the brand so

famous, this store also offers adorable mini figures in varying themes,

superhero games, cars and more. Regular fun activities in-store promise

an exciting time on every visit.

 +49 69 2097 7699  www.lego.com/de-

de/stores/store?store=frankfurt

 Zeil 106, Frankfurt am Main

 by Herbert Karl Mathé   

Kindermuseum 

"History for Children"

The Kindermuseum (Children's Museum): a part of the Historisches

Museum (Museum of Local History) aims to bring children closer to the

past. Throughout the year, it offers events especially for children,

including creative workshops on paper making, prints and radio; projects,

activity days: like painting parties, computer parties and so on; Special

exhibitions are organized to enhance the child's lateral thinking abilities.

Model making, music and role-playing all help to make history much more

fun than most kids would have ever thought! Special activities are

organized during the school holidays. Check website for further details.

 +49 69 2123 5154  www.kindermuseum.frank

furt.de/

 info.kindermuseum@stadt-

frankfurt.de

 An der Hauptwache 15,

Frankfurt am Main

 by eismannhans   

Bären-Treff Frankfurt 1 

"Candy & Bears!"

Whether you are a child or adult, Bären-Treff never fails to attract candy

lovers. The shop confuses you by offering over a 100 shapes, sizes, flavors

and colors of gummy bears to choose from. In addition, feast on the jellies,

jelly beans, fruitsnacks, and specially prepared gummy bears for the

diabetics. And the variety is endless. Check out the website for more

information.

 +49 69 2199 8884  www.baeren-treff.de/  frankfurt1@baeren-treff.de  An der Hauptwache 11,

Frankfurt am Main

 by No machine-readable

author provided. Mylius

assumed (based on copyright

claims).   

Staufenmauer 

"Medieval City Walls"

The Medieval city walls from the 12th Century comprise a deep moat, high

outer walls and gates. The 6-8 meters (19.6- 26.2 feet) high city wall was

further strengthened by archers' bow windows at the top. After the

expansion of the town in the 14th Century, the Jewish population settled

in the eastern part of Frankfurt, behind the walls. Today, the remains of

the defenses can be viewed near the Zeil, where Töngesgasse and

Fahrgasse meet. The route of the wall can still be observed in Frankfurt's

road system today.

 +49 69 2123 8800 (Tourist

Information)

 info@infofrankfurt.de  Fahrgasse, Frankfurt am Main
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 by _-0-_   

Baby Walz 

"Every Mother's Need"

Baby Walz has everything to fit mothers and mothers-to-be's needs.

Besides a great selection of clothing for pregnant women, they also have

everything to prepare for the upcoming baby like cribs, outfits or toys. You

can now arrange your new baby's room! For your kids, buy clothes from

famous brands like Sanetta, Schießer, Hummelsheim, Kanz and MiniMexx.

Also, they offer special services: a playground for children waiting for their

mom, changing tables and a quiet corner for sleeping babies. If you can't

make it to the store, order on line or check their website for other

locations.

 +49 69 133 7440  www.baby-walz.com  info@baby-walz.com  Schäfergasse 18, Frankfurt

am Main

 by Westin Grand Frankfurt 

The Westin Grand Frankfurt 

"Lavish Space"

If complete relaxation and a luxurious vacation is on your mind, then all

you have to do is book a room at the The Westin Grand Frankfurt.

Lavishness spread across its guest rooms and suites, it is designed to give

the inhabitants ultimate comfort. Each room with its colorful walls and

classy décor exudes warmth. Start your day on a good note with breakfast

at one of their in-house restaurants. After a shopping spree at the most

popular shopping street, Zeil, soothe your aching muscles at their Emotion

spa or simply sip a drink at the bar. The conference and meeting rooms

are armed with modern and latest equipments. Be it a business trip or a

family holiday, the friendly and the warm services make it memorable.

 +49 69 2 9810  www.marriott.com/hotels/

travel/frawi-the-westin-

grand-frankfurt/

 westin.grand.frankfurt@ara

bellastarwood.com

 Konrad Adenauer Straße 7,

Frankfurt am Main

 by Christopher Neugebauer   

Schillerdenkmal 

"Bronze Monument of Schiller"

It was in Frankfurt that renowned playwright Friedrich Schiller's play

'Kabale und Liebe' was first performed. This monument to Schiller was

produced by sculptor Johannes Dielmann in 1864. It stands in the city

center, just in front of the Deutsche Bank's twin towers - a place where

culture and commerce merge.

 +49 69 2123 8800 (Tourist

Information)

 info@infofrankfurt.de  Taunusanlage, Frankfurt am Main

 by Epizentrum   

Gericht 

"A 19th Century Court"

Nestled right in the heart of Frankfurt am Main, Gericht or Amtsgericht

Frankfurt am Main it is referred to as dates back to the late 19th century.

The facade of this building is decorated with colonnades, gables and

domed bays and towers.

 +49 69 13 6701  ordentliche-gerichtsbarkeit.hessen.

de/LG-Frankfurt

 Gerichtsstraße 2, Frankfurt am Main
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 by Simsalabimbam   

Kuhhirtenturm 

"Ancient Tower on the City Wall"

This building, dating from 1490, is the last remaining tower belonging to

the former defense system of the area of Sachsenhausen, which is

situated on the other side of the river Main. The square tower, from which

archers could shoot in four different directions, is topped by a pyramid-

shaped roof. In 1923, Swiss composer Paul Hindemith, who was at the

time concert master at the Frankfurt Opera House, lived on the top floor. It

was here that he composed his operas Cardilliac and Marienleben.

 +49 69 597 0362  info@infofrankfurt.de  Große Rittergasse 118, Frankfurt am

Main

 by Epizentrum   

Victoria Hotel 

"Art Nouveau & Entertainment"

Built in 1893, this beautiful art nouveau-style hotel is situated in the lively

area around the main train station. Close to numerous bars, theaters and

cabarets, the hotel is deservedly popular with guests looking to enjoy the

city's night-life. Completely renovated on its 100th anniversary, the

interior is as clean and stylish as ever and the guest rooms and suites are

equipped with selected pieces of fine furniture. The easy accessibility

from the airport and station make it one of the sought after

accommodation destinations, so make sure you book your space well in

advance.

 +49 69 27 3060  www.victoriahotel.de  victoria-hotel@t-online.de  Kaiserstraße 59, Frankfurt

am Main

 by Karsten Ratzke   

Affentorhäuser 

"Classical Watchtowers"

These two classical watchtowers were built between 1810-1811 in

Sachsenhausen and formed part of the new security system for the town

in the era of the Grand Duchy of Frankfurt. The square, three-story

constructions with sloped gable roofs were located on either side of the

main city gate. They have large entrance halls and are each connected to

the gate.

 +49 69 8580 1984  info@infofrankfurt.de  Affentorplatz, Frankfurt am Main

 by Daderot   

Rothschild Park 

"In the Shadows of Trees & Skyscrapers"

The first people to settle on this piece of land in the middle of Bornheim

were the Romans. Several centuries later, a castle was built on top of the

ruins, although this was later turned into a farm. The land was bought by

the Rothschild family, a wealthy family of bankers. In the 19th Century,

they began to erect a palace on the grounds. The palace didn't survive the

next century of turmoil, but the lovely tree-lined park did. A favorite haunt

for families with children, the park now contains a fountain with plunge

pool.

 +49 69 2123 0991  www.frankfurt-tourismus.

de/Media/Attraktionen/Par

kanlagen/Rothschildpark#/

article/5d06d5e8-c1c7-4aa

1-bc11-495c2432aea9

 info@infofrankfurt.de  Oberlindau 20, Frankfurt am

Main
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Hotel Continental 

"Veteran of Frankfurt's Hotel Scene"

One of the oldest and best of Frankfurt's mid-range hotels, the

Continental was founded in 1889 and has been modernized and

refurbished at various points during its long and auspicious history. The

interior is pleasantly quiet, the double-glazing cutting out any noise from

the busy street outside. The 84 rooms are comfortably furnished; the

atmosphere is friendly and cozy. Although it is situated in a slightly seedy

area near the main train station, its reputation has survived the decades

untarnished.

 +49 69 4272 9990  www.novum-hotels.com/h

otel-continental-frankfurt/

 rezeption@hotelcontifrankf

urt.de

 Baseler Straße 56, Frankfurt

am Main

 by EvaK   

Fritz Rémond Theater im Zoo 

"A Theater in the Zoo"

Founded by actor and director Fritz Remond in 1947, this is the only

theater in the world which is situated in a zoo. All shows are presented

with enthusiasm, and visitors can enjoy a fine mix of comedy, music and

serious theater in a unique environment. Fritz Rémond Theater is surely

one of the most popular stages in the country.

 +49 69 43 5166  www.fritzremond.de/  info@fritzremond.de  Bernhard-Grzimek-Allee 1,

Frankfurt am Main

 by 韩笃一   

Sachsenhausen 

"Beautiful Museums And Flea Market"

One of the important districts of the city, dating back to the 12th Century,

Sachsenhausen is sure a must-visit! Comprising of the River Main, this

area is known for some of Germany's best museums and the flea market,

which is the largest in the city. The many bars and pubs serving exquisite

apple-wine here is a must-visit for connoisseurs of wine. There are plenty

of bargains to be found here: second-hand clothes, household appliances,

CDs and antique furniture are sold at hundreds of stalls. And with a bit of

luck you may be able to find a genuine rarity, but it may well take a long

time. But even if you don't, it's great fun to just rummage about on a

Saturday morning. Check out the website for detailed information.

 +49 69 6199 5393  www.frankfurt-sachsenhausen.de/  Sachsenhausen, Frankfurt am Main

 by Photograph by Mike Peel

(www.mikepeel.net).   

Frankfurt Zoo 

"Adorable Critters"

Frankfurt Zoo was established in 1858 and is one of the oldest in

Germany. The zoo is linked closely with the name of the famous animal

expert and researcher Bernhard Grzimek. After the World War II, it was Dr.

Grzimek who took care of rebuilding the wrecked buildings. After being

appointed as the zoo's director, he also took care of purchasing animals,

new buildings and modern enclosures. The special attractions today are

the tigers, lions and leopards, the snakes and spiders, and the so-called

day and night house which simulates the night-time-so that visitors can

see what animals get up to after dark. The 11 hectare (27.18 acre) zoo now

boasts over 600 different species and a total of 5,000 animals.

 +49 69 2123 3735  www.zoo-frankfurt.de/  info.zoo@stadt-frankfurt.de  Bernhard-Grzimek-Allee 1,

Frankfurt am Main
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 by Daderot   

Struwwelpeter Museum 

"All About Struwwelpeter"

Heinrich-Hoffmann-Museum, also known as the Struwwelpeter Museum,

documents the life and work of Dr. Heinrich Hoffmann, who authored the

popular children's book, Struwwelpeter ('Shock-headed Peter'). Hoffmann

was also the director of a local mental asylum and spoke out against the

(often brutal) treatment of the mentally ill in 19th-century Germany. The

centerpiece of the museum, however, is Struwwelpeter, with a host of

exhibits including rare copies, exotic translations and parodies of the

150-year-old bestseller. Special exhibitions examine different aspects of

Hoffmann's life and literature. Check website for more details.

 +49 69 74 7969  info@struwwelpeter-mueum.de  Schubertstraße 20, Frankfurt am Main

Tatzelwurm 

"For Little Bookworms"

Founded some 20 years ago, this bookshop stocks a broad range of

children's books, videos, cassettes and CD-ROMs as well as a range of

toys and bits and bobs for the nursery. But that's not all: Tatzelwurm

offers readings, PC demonstrations, research courses and consulting on

teaching software. Wow! That's service!

 +49 69 55 3787  Glauburgstraße 20, Nordend, Frankfurt am Main

 by Lewis Wilson on Unsplash 

Neuer Frankfurter Garten 

"Green Oasis"

This community garden is an oasis of green in the city center and a

hotbed of urban gardening and sustainable practices education. One of

Frankfurt’s largest urban garden projects, the garden hosts hand-on

workshops, outdoor readings, and concerts throughout the summer and

the rest of the year. Workshops cover everything from building growing

beds and crates to basic gardening techniques and nutrition.

 +49 178 637 8827  info@bienen-baum-gut.de  Danziger Platz 1, Frankfurt am Main

 by Auswandern Malaysia   

Musikpavillon im Palmengarten 

"Performances Amidst Flowers"

Imagine being surrounded by exotic flowers and plants, which seem to be

painted in bright colors and are being stalked by wandering butterflies.

Musikpavillon im Palmengarten is home to more than 13,000 sub-tropical

and tropical species of plants. This botanical garden is not just a flower

haven but is also an educational and cultural venue. Various musical

events, concerts and plant exhibitions are also held regularly in the

premises of the Palmengarten.

 +49 69 2123 3939  www.palmengarten.de/de/  info.palmengarten@stadt-

frankfurt.de

 Siesmayerstraße 63, Palm

Garden, Frankfurt am Main
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The Chaincourt Theatre Company 

"English Language Theater"

The Chaincourt Theatre Company is primarily made up of students from

Frankfurt University's English department. The aim of the company is to

bring the public closer to the English language and culture. The entire

crew works really hard aiming to get the best of art performances before

the audience. Check website for additional details.

 +49 69 7983 2550 (Box

Office)

 chaincourt.org/  director@chaincourt.de  Grüneburgplatz 1, Frankfurt

am Main

 by Ordercrazy   

Marriott Frankfurt Hotel 

"Luxury Lodgings Opposite Exhibition Center"

Situated opposite the exhibition centre, the Marriott Frankfurt Hotel was

completely renovated in 1990 and now boasts all the luxuries a guest

could possibly wish for, without being too formal. While the exterior of the

hotel isn't too attractive, its interior attractions include luxurious

bedrooms, a ballroom with a capacity of 900, and American sports bar

Champions, where hotel guests and other visitors can follow live sporting

events on the big screen.

 +49 69 7 9550  www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/fra

dt-frankfurt-marriott-hotel/

 Hamburger Allee 2, Frankfurt am Main

 by Mylius   

Naturmuseum Senckenberg 

"Natural History Museum"

One of the largest natural history museums in the country, the

Naturmuseum Senckenberg originates from a foundation set up in 1763

by local doctor Johann Christian Senckenberg. Dedicated to education

and scientific research, the collection includes a multitude of fossils and

other objects from the Paleozoic period to the Stone Age. Special

collections provide an insight into the history of life on earth. Many

exhibits enjoy worldwide fame: the large free-standing animal skeletons

are especially impressive and are particularly popular with children. Apart

from that, the complex houses a restaurant and a book shop.

 +49 69 75420  museumfrankfurt.senckenberg.de/e

n/

 Senckenberganlage 25, Frankfurt am

Main

 by Dontworry   

Bockenheimer Warte 

"Bockenheim's Watchtower"

The Bockenheim watchtower is the only one of Frankfurt's Medieval

towers without a fortified courtyard and water system. Constructed in

1434-35, the building acted as the lookout tower along the road that leads

to Cologne. The Gothic tower, which was built in a cylindrical form, has a

pyramid shaped roof and battlements. The half-timbered guard house is

octagonal in shape and was accessible only by retractable steps. If need

be, a large number of defenders could take cover in the room. There is a

market at the foot of the tower once a week.

 +49 69 2123 8800 (Tourist

Information)

 info@infofrankfurt.de  Bockenheimer Landstraße, Frankfurt

am Main
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 by Peng (talk) 13:17, 25

September 2011 (UTC)   

Experiminta 

"Science Just Got Decoded"

Let your kids dive into the wonders and mysteries of science at

Experiminta, a science center in the heart Frankfurt. Curious souls will be

enlightened with insights into the laws and principles of physics through

120 experiment stations, offering hands-on interactive learning

experience. Popular sections include the Fakir-bed, the gigantic eyeball,

soap bubble and giant pliers. Besides the displays, a lot of activities,

educational lectures and workshops are regularly organized. Check out

the website for further information.

 +49 69 7137 9690  www.experiminta.de/  info@experiminta.de  Hamburger Allee 22-24,

Frankfurt am Main

 by arembowski   

Monsters 

"Monster Collections For Kids"

Located in the neighborhood of Bomheim, Monsters is one of the most

appreciated kids store. They offer everything from books, games, toys,

music, videos, gadgets, car and bike seats, and lots more for all kinds of

entertainment. The collection here is rare and available at quite

reasonable prices. Once here, kids will not want to leave empty-handed.

Check out the website for detailed information on all their products.

 +49 69 1534 5269  www.monsters-

bornheim.de

 steffi@monsters-

bornheim.de

 Wiesenstraße 46, Frankfurt

am Main

 by monileoni   

Acasa 

"Comfortable Sojourn"

Housing only 6 rooms, Acasa is one of the smaller guesthouses in the city;

however, the warm and amicable service is sure to make your stay a

pleasant one. Each room is embellished in tune with a theme. The sunny

Miami, historical Geothe, bright blue Piccolo, tropical Bahamas, romantic

Montparnasse and the charming Rosegarden are the options to choose

from. The rooms have an adjoining bathroom and are equipped with

television and internet for your entertainment. Further amenities are

available upon request. Guests are welcome to use the minibar, filled with

snacks and cold drinks, located near the reception. Apart from the rooms,

Acasa also provides furnished apartments for those who would like to

enjoy their hospitality for a longer duration.

 +49 69 7167 5588  hotel-acasa.de/en/acasa-b

ed-breakfast-your-cosy-hot

el-by-the-frankfurt-fair-

messe/

 info@hotel-acasa.de  Varrentrappstraße 49,

Frankfurt am Main

 by Hans   

Werkstattmuseum Kaleidoskop 

"Hands-On Museum for Kids"

The motto behind this hands-on museum is "learning by doing." Children

are encouraged to poke, touch and create things themselves. All exhibits

at the Werkstattmuseum Kaleidoskop are made by the children, and deal

with topics such as building, health, water and mobility. Anyone who

wants to take part can: all are welcome. The themes vary every now and

then. the events are sometimes organized in other locations. Check

website for further details.

 +49 69 9798 1057  www.kaleidoskop-

frankfurt.de/

 info@kaleidoskop-

frankfurt.de

 Reinganumstraße 7,

Frankfurt am Main
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 by Karsten11   

Günthersburgpark 

"Former Estate-turned-Park"

Situated at the edge of Bornheim, this popular park is a summertime

favorite with Frankfurt locals and tourists alike. The park was formerly an

estate belonging to the Rotschild family, and while it it now features

newer elements like a waterslide, a playground and a climbing tower, the

charm of its days past still lingers.

 +49 69 2123 0208  www.frankfurt-tourismus.

de/en/Media/Attractions/P

arks/Guenthersburgpark#/

article/7b0b21b6-9dfa-47e

b-8553-1decb16726ec

 info@infofrankfurt.de  Rohrbachstraße, Frankfurt

am Main

 by Nicolas17   

Hotel Gerbermühle 

"Goethe's Old Haunt"

A traditional and original establishment, the Gerbermühle offers bright

and romantic guest rooms furnished with French beds and marble baths.

Several rooms offer beautiful views of the River Main and the Frankfurt

skyline. The suites are named after the people who influenced the life of

Goethe, the famous poet and philosopher. The summer garden at the

Hotel Gerbermühle is one of the main attractions, and the restaurant

awaits you with some culinary delights.

 +49 69 6897 7790  www.gerbermuehle.de/  info@gerbermuehle.de  Gerbermühlstraße 105,

Frankfurt am Main

 by il_cattivo   

Bornheim 

"Student Suburb"

Frequented mostly by the student crowd and young backpackers,

Bornheim is one of the more colorful suburbs in Frankfurt, mostly due to

its red light industry past which flourished here years ago. Also known as

the Merry Village, it has a vibe which revels in being cosmopolitan and in

welcoming people from all walks of life The numerous bars which line the

boulevards along with cider houses, only add to the charm of this suburb,

which comes alive each August when street parties are organized. Well

connected to the rest of the main city, a day trip here is well worth it, to

experience a slice of German student life.

 +49 69 2123 8800 (Tourist

Information)

 info@infofrankfurt.de  Bornheim, Frankfurt am Main

 by dontworry   

Eissporthalle 

"Frankfurt's Biggest Ice Rink"

Frankfurt's Eissporthalle contains two ice rinks and is the home base of

the Frankfurt Lions. In addition to skating, ice hockey matches and other

events are organized in the winter. One of the most popular events is the

ice disco. In the summer the complex is used for international

tournaments like basketball, volleyball, indoor soccer, tennis, dance

contests and table tennis. Amateur and professional boxing

championships are also held in the main hall.

 +49 69 2123 0810  m.eissporthalle-

ffm.de/?r=www.eissporthalle-ffm.de

 Am Bornheimer Hang 4, Frankfurt am

Main
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 by GloriaVonGlanz   

Frankfurter Stadtwald 

"Nature in the City"

In the southern part of the city, there are huge areas of forests with trails,

warming huts, ponds and playgrounds. This is the spectacular Frankfurt

City Forest or Stadtwald. The park was originally given as a gift in the year

1221, and has since been a center for recreation and escape from the

urban character of the city. One of the largest inner city forests, it is an

ideal rendezvous point for locals. There are annual festivals such as

Wäldchestag (Forest Day) which takes place here as well. Visitors to the

park can take a breather from the hustle and bustle of city life, and instead

surround themselves with nature's serenity.

 +49 69 2123 8800 (Tourist

Information)

 www.frankfurt.de/sixcms/

detail.php?id=2800&_ffmp

ar%5B_id_inhalt%5D=1016

76

 info@infofrankfurt.de  Waldfriedstraße 10,

Frankfurt am Main

 by    Total number of my

uploaded files: 894   

Frankfurter Feldbahn-Museum 

"Transport Back in Time!"

Frankfurter Feldbahn-Museum is a delightful museum that opened in 1987

to tell the story of the history of transport and its effects on

industrialization. The vivid display of various locomotives, numerous

wagons, myriad accessories and tools along with historical documents

and photos provides much insight into the evolution of transport. Kids can

also embark on joyrides aboard one of the locomotives.

 +49 69 70 9292  www.feldbahn-ffm.de  ffmev@feldbahn-ffm.de  Am Römerhof 15f, Frankfurt

am Main

 by dontworry   

Titus-Thermen 

"Roman-Style Entertainment"

With a baby pool, pools with streams and waterfalls, a grotto, rocks and a

50 meter slide, Titus thermal baths offer fun and relaxation for the whole

family. For an extra charge visitors can use the gym, bowling alley,

solarium, massage parlor and sauna. A special children's program with

painting, music and water games takes place every Saturday afternoon.

Special family rates are available every other Saturday. The baths are

closed during the summer holidays. Come, relax!

 +49 69 27 1089 1200  frankfurter-baeder.de/titus-

thermen/erlebnisbad/

 info@bbf-frankfurt.de  Walter-Möller-Platz 2, Im

Nordwestzentrum, Frankfurt

am Main

 by Karsten Ratzke   

NordWestZentrum 

"Mall For All!"

Located in the heart of Innenstadt, NordWestZentrum is one shopping

center that has it all. Whether you want to shop for formals or casuals,

relax at a beauty spa, savor at the Thai or Chinese restaurants, stop by for

a cup of coffee, or entertain your kids at the games and sport shops, this

place provides never-ending entertainment. See it to believe it! Check out

the website for detailed information.

 +49 69 580 9020  www.nwz-frankfurt.de/  nwz@nwz-frankfurt.de  Limescorso 8, Frankfurt am

Main
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 by pixelthing   

Hassia Fabrik Haus1 

"Multifaceted Venue"

Whether it is food, books, culture or events, Hassia Fabrik Haus1 covers it

all. From a cookery event to an entertaining play, felicitation to cultural

events, this place surely knows how to make it a success. A multifaceted

venue that is fully equipped to suit all your needs and do it well, Hassia

Fabrik Haus1 a good venue for any event.

 +49 6081 44 8840  www.tanzschule-weiss.de/hassia-fa

brik-christian-pless-

str-11-13-haus-2-63069-offenbach/

 Christian-Pleß-Straße 11-13, Offenbach

Am Main

 by Public Domain   

Kinder und Jugendtheater

Frankfurt (Children and Youth

Theater) 

"Small Kids, Big Culture"

The Kinder und Jugendtheater has been delighting audiences: both young

and old since 1969. A perfect venue for your little ones, the theater puts

on various child-oriented fare such as "Hansel and Gretel", "Pinocchio",

"Heidi" and many others. Various workshops, talks, personality

development courses and seminars are organized for children. You can

also buy their exclusive merchandise for kids: t-shirts, caps and much

more. Check the website to see the event calendar.

 +49 61 0155 7424  www.kiju-theater.de/  kijuthea@t-online.de  Walter Möller Platz 2, im

Titusforum, Frankfurt am

Main

Mercure Hotel Frankfurt Eschborn

Ost 

"Family Favourite"

Not far from the spa towns in the idyllic Taunus region, the Mercure is a

fine mid-range establishment with a touch of luxury. Within easy reach of

the motorway and close but not too close to the city center, the hotel is

popular with business people and holidaymakers alike. A children's

playground, kids menu, indoor play area and free accommodation (in

parents' room) for children under 16 make this place a great bet for

families. The in-house restaurant serves delicious international fare. A

haven for businessmen and families alike!

 +49 61 96 9010  all.accor.com/hotel/0491/i

ndex.en.shtml#origin=mer

cure

 H0491@accor.com  Helfmann-Park 6, Eschborn

 by    Total number of my

uploaded files: 894   

Verkehrsmuseum 

"Museum of Transport"

Located in a former tram depot in the district of Schwanheim, the

Verkehrsmuseum: Museum of Transport is entirely devoted to the

130-year-old history of public transport in Frankfurt. The exhibition

includes around 30 vehicles such as the first horse-drawn carriage used

by the Frankfurt Tram Company in 1872, as well as vintage buses, trams,

and more modern means of transport. Historical underground maps,

signal boxes, signs, pictures, uniforms and a collection of tickets complete

the collection. Check website for exact timings.

 +49 69 2132 3131  hsf-ffm.net/  mail@hsf-ffm.de  Rheinlandstraße 133,

Frankfurt am Main
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 by diba   

Leonhard Eißnert Park 

"A Multi-Dimension Park"

The Leonhard Eißnert Park was known formerly as Waldpark in 1911 and is

located on the Bieberer Berg in Offenbach am Main. This large public park

has various recreational facilities such as many walking paths, a large

lawn, a skate-park, a climbing park, a kid's playground etc, and is great for

family outings. There are facilities like public toilets and kiosks as well.

The park has a soup bowl where mini concerts by local bands are held and

is quite popular among the local youth. It also hosts the annual children's

festival in association with the city's youth office and parents association,

where children are entertained with various performances of clowns,

jugglers and musicians along with numerous games and activities. The

park is probably the largest in Offenbach and is free for everyone.

 +49 69 8570 2000  office@abenteuerpark-offenbach.de  Bieberer Straße 272, Offenbach

 by EvaK   

Filmforum Höchst 

"Festivals And Children's Matinées"

Filmforum Höchst has a special program which features children's films,

cult movies and festivals, such as the annual Cuban film festival. The

directors themselves are often present at the performances, which

generally begin at 8:30pm. Children's films are shown every Friday and

Sunday at 3p. Screenings take place at the Neues Theater Höchst. Visit

the website for schedules and detailed information.

 +49 69 2124 5714  www.filmforum-höchst.com/  Emmerich-Josef-Straße 46a, Frankfurt

am Main

 by Thomas Park on Unsplash 

Hallenbad Höchst 

"Swim Yourself Fit"

Hochst swimming baths comprises of a large pool, another pool for non-

swimmers, a paddling pool and two diving boards . The interior is

decorated with plenty of plants, and the large windows provide a great

view outdoors. There are special warm water days, and sessions are also

organized for men or women only. Visitors can use the solarium and

sauna for an additional charge, and a cafeteria serves refreshments. The

pool is closed between July and August. Check website for further details.

 +49 6927 1089 1400  frankfurter-baeder.de/hall

enbad-hoechst/hallenbad/

 info@bbf-frankfurt.de  Melchiorstraße 21, Höchst,

Frankfurt am Main

 by Public Domain   

Fraport Arena 

"Play Ball!"

Home of Fraport Skyliners and Bundesliga club United Volleys, Fraport

Arena has been filling its seats with sports fans since 1988. One of the

largest indoor sports arena in the city, the place also hosts formal events

like exhibitions and business conventions and cultural events like concerts

and comedy shows. The striking design of this sports hall with his high-

rise ceiling and comfortable seats that provide a fantastic view of the

court adds to its appeal.

 +49 69 2124 8851  frankfurt.de/de-de/themen/sport/sp

ortorte/indoor/ballsporthalle-

frankfurt

 Silostrasse 46, Frankfurt am Main
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 by der-kruemel   

Opel Zoo 

"Observe the Wildlife"

Named after Adam Opel, founder of the Opel Automobiles, this zoo is

situated in the middle of the forest near Kronberg. It boasts a fantastic

variety of wild animals from every continent, including elephants, giraffes,

zebras, hippos, monkeys and wild cats. The enclosures are large and

designed with the animals in mind. A special section contains farm

animals which the kids can feed and pet. There are several play areas with

slides, trampolines, cable cars and a miniature railway, making this a great

place for kids. With an area covering 27 hectares (66.7 acres) and 200

species, this is a great place for the entire family.

 +49 6173 325 9030  www.opel-zoo.de/  info@opel-zoo.de  Königsteiner Straße 35,

Kronberg

 by Uhlerborner   

Freizeitpark Lochmühle 

"Great Outing for Families"

This popular amusement park contains many activities designed to

provide a memorable experience for all those who venture here: a

monorail, giant slides, jet-ski, trampoline and skating rink are just some

examples. There is also a bouncing castle, paddling pool and giant

building blocks for tiny tots and a farmyard for animal-lovers. And when

everyone is tired, the whole family can meet at the barbecue area for a

picnic. Moreover, the park also boasts of unique attractions such as an

agricultural trail, and the main building and its adjacent structures, which

are considered as protected monuments.

 +49 6175 79 0060  info@lochmuehle.de  Lochmühle 1, Wehrheim

 by    Total number of my

uploaded files:888   

Darmstadt-Kranichstein Railway

Museum 

"Locomotives etc."

The largest railway museum in the German state of Hesse, The Darmstadt-

Kranichstein Railway Museum was originally a railway depot in Darmstadt.

The museum displays an impressive collection of locomotives from

different regions, including Turkey and Australia, among other places. The

museum also exhibits turntables, coal bunkers and several other railway

vehicles. The museum has its own ticketing printing press as well. There

are train services that are operating between Darmstadt Ost and

Bessunger Forst. Having other exhibits to help in the technical

understanding of railway equipment, this museum is a must-visit for those

who love trains and train equipment.

 +49 6151 37 7600  www.bahnwelt.de/  info@bahnwelt.de  Steinstrasse 7, Darmstadt

 by hillspills   

Opel Live 

"The World of (Opel) Cars"

Opel is to Rüsselsheim what Ford is to Detroit. And if you want to know

how a car is made, then this is the place to come. Visitors glide around the

factory on a conveyor belt and watch all the different stages of

production. A new feature is the virtual reality section, where visitors can

take part in crash tests, simulations and speed checks. A great day out for

kids and adults alike. Call for group visiting hours.

 +49 6142 911 9800  www.opel.de/  diewerkstour@de.opel.com  Bahnhofsplatz 1,

Rüsselsheim
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 by Thomas Park on Unsplash 

Freibad Schwimmbad Maaraue 

"Pooling In"

Freibad Schwimmbad Maaraue is the largest outdoor swimming pool in

the state where swimmers can take a splash or indulge in water sports

along with facilities available for tennis and beach volleyball. It also has a

wading pool, a children's pool and a pool with a small slide and is

surrounded by lush greenery. A perfect haven for swimmers.

 +49 6134 556 7112  www.mattiaqua.de/baeder

/maaraue/

 maaraue@wiesbaden.de  Maaraue, Mainz-Kostheim,

Wiesbaden

 by Gamma Man   

Festzelt 

"Sporting Activities"

Festzelt is a venue used by the community of Schaafheim for sports and

leisure facilities. Activities such as beach volleyball, street ball, inline

skate, a climbing wall, table tennis facilities and much more are included

here for the youth and children to participate in physical excursions. It is

also a place where the youth gather to brain storm for ideas that can be

implemented for the betterment of the community.

 +49 60 737 4100  rathaus@schaafheim.de  Sporthallenstraße 1, Sporthalle

Schaafheim, Schaafheim
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